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Abstract
Background. With diffusion-tensor imaging (DTi) it is possible to estimate the structural characteristics of fiber bundles
in vivo. This study used DTi to infer damage to the corticospinal tract (CST) and relates this parameter to (a) the level of
residual motor ability at least 1 year poststroke and (b) the outcome of intensive motor rehabilitation with constraintinduced movement therapy (CIMT). Objective. To explore the role of CST damage in recovery and CIMT efficacy. Methods.
Ten patients with low-functioning hemiparesis were scanned and tested at baseline, before and after CIMT. Lesion overlap
with the CST was indexed as reduced anisotropy compared with a CST variability map derived from 26 controls. Residual
motor ability was measured through the Wolf Motor Function Test (WMFT) and the Motor Activity Log (MAL) acquired at
baseline. CIMT benefit was assessed through the pre–post treatment comparison of WMFT and MAL performance. Results.
Lesion overlap with the CST correlated with residual motor ability at baseline, with greater deficits observed in patients
with more extended CST damage. Infarct volume showed no systematic association with residual motor ability. CIMT led
to significant improvements in motor function but outcome was not associated with the extent of CST damage or infarct
volume. Conclusion. The study gives in vivo support for the proposition that structural CST damage, not infarct volume, is a
major predictor for residual functional ability in the chronic state. The results provide initial evidence for positive effects of
CIMT in patients with varying, including more severe, CST damage.
Keywords
constraint-induced movement therapy, diffusion tensor imaging, chronic hemiplegia, upper limb, stroke rehabilitation, fractional
anisotropy

Introduction
The amount of residual corticospinal tract (CST) has long been
implicated in the recovery of motor function after stroke.1-4 We
explored this idea with a recently developed neuroimaging
technique5 that allows noninvasive mapping of corticofugal
fibers to quantify the integrity of these fiber tracks in vivo. The
method uses a combination of diffusion-weighted imaging and
tractography to first establish the trajectory of corticofugal
fiber bundles, and subsequently infers CST damage through a
voxel-based quantification of the overlap between the lesion
and a CST variability map determined in healthy controls. We
applied this methodology to assess the relation of CST damage
and residual motor recovery in a cohort of chronic stroke
patients who were selected on the basis of low-functioning
hemiparesis rather than lesion characteristics. We reasoned
that greater overlap of the lesion with the CST would be indicative of greater CST damage and hence be associated with
poorer motor ability. We further tested the proposition2 that the

extent of the infarct lesion rather than CST damage may be
related to the level of motor deficit.
To test this hypothesis, the absolute volume of the infarct
lesion (ie, across the whole brain) was calculated. We
inferred that if CST damage was the critical determinant for
motor recovery, CST damage but not infarct volume would
be associated with residual motor ability. Stinear et al3 further proposed that CST damage may be a predictor for
functional improvements achieved through practice-based
motor rehabilitation in the chronic state. This view builds
on the theory that CST integrity is intrinsically linked to
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recovery because of its instrumental role in functional reorganization.5-7 We therefore queried whether the efficacy of
neuroplasticity-facilitating rehabilitation techniques may
depend on the level of CST damage. This idea was explored
by studying the outcome of neurorehabilitation with constraint-induced movement therapy (CIMT) in relation to the
extent of CST damage and infarct volume.
To address the questions above, we followed the methods
used by Newton et al5 and first determined the CST variability map in a cohort of 26 healthy volunteers and then
modeled the ipsilateral CST in 10 chronic stroke patients
presenting with low-functioning upper-limb hemiparesis.
CST damage was quantified by calculating the voxels for
which the infarct lesion overlapped with the CST variability
map. A measure of lesion volume was obtained by labeling
voxels with significantly reduced anisotropy. Residual functional ability was determined by an ecologically valid
real-world measure of functional ability, the Motor Activity
Log8 (MAL) and the Wolf Motor Function Test9 (WMFT).
These data were then correlated with indices of CST damage/
infarct volume to explore the association with long-term
functional outcome as well as CIMT benefit.

Method
Participants
A total of 26 right-handed healthy individuals (6 men, 20
women; mean age = 22.8 years, ranging from 19 to 35 years),
and 10 stroke patients (7 men, 3 women; mean age = 53.5
years, ranging from 30 to 69 years) participated in the study.
Patient participants were recruited through flyers and
newspaper and Web advertisements. Control participants
were recruited through e-mail lists and flyers. Patient
respondents were prescreened by phone and attended a subsequent screening session at the University of Surrey in
which information on physical and mental health history
was obtained. The criteria for patient selection were (a) firstever stroke with chronicity >12 months; (b) low-functioning
status (Frenchay Arm Test10 <2, minimal wrist movement
[<10% against gravity], no more than 10° finger extension);
(c) Mini-Mental State score11 >25; and (d) ability to understand the therapist and to communicate needs. Patients were
selected on the basis of symptom presentation not the location of the lesion, which in most cases was unknown to their
general practitioner (family doctor in the United Kingdom).
The study was approved by the Thames Valley Multi-
Centre Research Ethics Committee. Written informed
consent was obtained from each participant.

Study Schedule and Behavioral Parameter Extraction
Subjects received a 10-day course of CIMT with 3 hours of
daily shaping training provided in one-to-one sessions.12

The WMFT, a comprehensive laboratory-based test of motor
function, and the MAL, a subjective assessment of everyday
activities, were used to measure motor ability 2 weeks prior
to intervention (baseline), as well as before (pre) and after
(post) the 2-week intervention. Outcome parameters comprised the functional ability score (WMFT-FA) and median
performance time (WMFT-PT, in seconds) for the WMFT,
and the amount of use (MAL-AOU) and quality of use
(MAL-QOU) for the MAL. WMFT data were scored from
videotapes by researchers blinded to the time of testing.
Residual motor ability was indexed by averaging baseline
and pretreatment measures (residual ability scores).
Treatment-induced improvement was indexed as the difference between pretreatment and posttreatment scores (outcome
scores). Structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data
were acquired at pre-CIMT testing.

MRI Data Acquisition
A 3T Siemens Trio scanner (Erlangen, Germany) was used
to acquire high-resolution T1 images with an MPRAGE
(magnetization prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo
pulse) sequence with repetition time (TR) = 1830 milliseconds, echo time (TE) = 4.43 milliseconds, inversion time =
1100 milliseconds, flip angle = 11°, field of view = 256 mm,
176 slices, voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3, and in-plane matrix
= 256 × 256. Diffusion-weighted images (DWI) were
acquired with a single-shot diffusion-weighted echo-planar
imaging sequence, with diffusion gradients along 12 directions (b0 = 0, 1 image and b1 = 1000 s/mm2, 12 images) and
TR = 8900 milliseconds, TE = 100 milliseconds, number of
averages = 4, 55 slices, voxel size = 2.5 × 2.5 × 2.5 mm3,
and in-plane matrix = 88 × 128.

Preprocessing
The DWI was motion corrected and realigned to the
mean image using the diffusion toolbox in SPM5 (http://
sourceforge.net/projects/spmtools). Corrected images were
normalized to MNI space. A brain mask was used to remove
ghost artifacts. The gradient information of each image was
updated by reorientation, which applied the rotations
performed during realignment and normalization to the gradient direction vectors. Diffusion tensor eigenvalues and
eigenvectors were calculated to generate fractional anisotropy (FA) maps for each participant13,14 using DTIstudio15
(https://www.dtistudio.org).

Fiber Tracking of Corticospinal Tract
Fiber tracking was performed in MNI space. The DTIstudio
software was also used for fiber tractography based on the
fiber assignment by continuous tracking (FACT) method.16,17
The two seed areas were drawn manually on FA maps using
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region of interest (ROI) selection tools provided in DTIstudio (https://www.dtistudio.org/). Fiber tracking started from
all voxels with a threshold of FA >0.2 and a tract-turning
angle <41°.18,19 Following the protocol used by
others,3,5,18,20,21 the CST was reconstructed for each control
participant from 2 ROI, the cerebral peduncles and the precentral gyrus (including the anterior bank of the central
sulcus), identified in the FA maps. Because of noise in the
images, the CST was only tracked in 22 participants. For
each individual, the CST obtained for the left and the right
hemisphere were saved as binary mask. The CST masks of
the 22 participants were subsequently summed across participants to produce a trajectory variability map for each
hemisphere, similar to the methods used by Newton et al.5

Statistics

Lesion Identification Based on
Fractional Anisotropy Maps

CST Damage and Residual Motor Ability

Pearson correlations were calculated between indices of
CST damage/infarct volume and residual recovery scores
to test the association with (a) long-term recovery and (b)
outcome scores to test the association with treatment
benefit.

Results
The trajectory variability maps of the left and right hemispheric CST for the control group are depicted in Figure 1.
Lesion overlap with the CST ranged from 4.53 to 18.28
(mean = 9.62, standard deviation = 4.95).

This step was performed with SPM5 (http://www.fil.ion
.ucl.ac.uk/spm/). Fractional anisotropy maps were smoothed
with a Gaussian kernel of full-width at half-maximum
(FWHM) = 8 mm. The smoothed map of each patient was
compared with the average map derived from controls on a
voxel by voxel basis using one-way analyses of variance
(ANOVAs). Brain volume, age, and gender were included
as covariates. Lesioned tissue was identified as significant
anisotropy reduction (P < .001, uncorrected). A binary
lesion mask was then generated for every patient. Lesion
volume was parameterized as the sums of voxels with significantly reduced anisotropy identified in the FA map.
Identified lesions were validated by visual inspection of
T1-weighted images.

The mean MAL scores (1.13 ± 1.0 units for quality of movement [QOM] and 1.03 ± 1.0 units for amount of use [AOU])
suggested low levels of affected arm use in everyday situations. The WMFT confirmed that abilities with the affected
arm were generally poor (functional ability score [FA] = 4.4 ±
1.3 units; median performance time (PT) = 17.3 ± 26.3 seconds). Statistical analysis of the association of motor ability
parameters with CST damage revealed significant correlations of lesion overlap with both WMFT measures (FA, r =
−.82, P < .01; RT, r = .83, P < .01). For the MAL indices
correlations were not significant (QOM, r = −.47, P = .17;
AOU, r = −0.4, P = .24). An example of lesion overlap with
the CST variability map is presented in Figure 2. Bivariate
scatterplots showing the association of lesion overlap and
WMFT parameters are presented in Figure 3.

Calculation of CST Damage in Patients

CST Damage and CIMT Outcome

Each lesion mask was overlaid onto either the left or right
trajectory variability map of the CST determined in the control cohort. The extent of their overlap was measured as
overlap volume between the lesion and the CST variability
map with

Motor ability improved significantly with CIMT. Measures
at baseline and pretreatment were not significantly different.
For the pretreatment versus posttreatment comparisons significant effects were found for MAL (MAL-AOU, t = −6.2,
P < .001; MAL-QOM, t = −7.8, P < .001) and WMFT-FA
(t = −4.8, P < .01) and a trend for WMFT-RT (t = 2.0, P =
.070). Correlation analysis thereby suggested that the treatment-induced improvements in motor ability were not
systematically associated with CST overlap (WMFT-FA,
r = −0.11, P = .76; WMFT-PT, r = −.08, P = .83;
MAL-QOM, r = .27, P = .44; MAL-AOU, r = .07, P = .86).

		 Sum of weighted voxel numbers
		N in the region of overlap jth axial slice
Overlap volume = S ––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––,
j = 1 Sum of weighted voxel numbers
		
in the CST map jth axial slice
		
where N is the number of axial slices in each image.
This parameter sums up the portion of the voxel numbers forming the region of overlap to the region of CST
on each axial slice, where the voxel numbers are wei
ghted by the CST variability maps. Note that this index
has no unit because it measures the sum of the overlap
ratio.

Infarct Lesion Volume
The absolute lesion volume, quantified as the sum of lesioned
voxels on the FA maps, showed no significant association
with residual motor ability (WMFT-FA, r = −.5, P = .141;
WMFT-PT, r = −.24, P = .50; MAL-QOM, r = .02, P = .96;
MAL-AOU, r = .05, P = .90) or treatment benefit (WMFT-FA,
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Figure 1. Trajectory variability maps of CST displayed on a T1-weighted image. Color bar shows number of subjects the CST was
tracked in each voxel (range from 1 to 22). The top column shows sagittal slices x = −23 and x = 25 on the side of coronal slice y =
−13. The bottom column shows axial slices z = −13, z = 15, and z = 49.

Figure 2. Examples showing lesions indicated by the reduced anisotropy (red) overlaid on trajectory variability maps of the
corticospinal tract (CST; green). Top row patient 1, x = 24, y = −14, z = 23; bottom row patient 3, x = 21, y = −19, z = 16.
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Figure 3. Association of performance in the Wolf Motor
Function Test with lesion overlap. Upper panel shows the
functional ability parameter (indicative of movement quality),
higher values indicate better ability. Lower panel shows the
average time patients needed to perform the tasks; shorter
times reflect better performance.

r = −.001, P = .99; WMFT-PT, r = −.12, P = .75; MALQOM, r = .16, P = .65; MAL-AOU, r = .38, P = .28).

Discussion
The present study aimed to assess the hypothesis that CST
damage is critical for long-term motor recovery using a
method that affords a quantitative in vivo estimation of the
overlap between infarct lesion and corticospinal tract.5 We
further asked whether the level of CST damage may be relevant for motor improvements obtained through training-based
rehabilitation (CIMT). Our data suggest that patients with
greater overlap of the infarct lesion with the CST variability
map tended to have poorer residual ability. At the same time,
the volume of the area damaged by the stroke, that is, the size
of the infarct lesion, was not associated with the level of
residual ability. Our data therefore provide further evidence
for the assumption that the structural integrity of the CST is
critical for the long-term recovery of motor function, whereas
the size of the stroke is of minor influence for the restitution
of upper-limb ability. This is in line with earlier reports using
different methods.1,2,4,7,22,23
With regard to the role of CST damage in CIMT outcome, our study suggests that—at least in low-functioning

patients—treatment benefits were unrelated to CST damage
and infarct lesion volume. Notably, CST damage was quite
varied in our cohort with a 4-fold difference between some
individuals. However, in all cases significant improvements
in upper-limb function were obtained confirming earlier
findings that CIMT significantly improves motor ability in
patients with low-functioning hemiparesis,9,24-26 with
improvements being evident in the real-world setting (indicated by the MAL) as well as the laboratory environment
(indicated by the WMFT). This result suggests that patients
with various degrees of CST damage and lesion characteristics may benefit from the intervention and that CIMT can
be an effective treatment protocol even when CST damage
is quite substantial. To investigate the interaction of CIMT
and CST damage in more detail would require larger cohorts
with a wider range of preintervention motor ability.
A recent article by Stinear et al3 suggests that motor
treatment benefit depends on CST integrity, a conclusion
that at first glance contradicts the findings of the present
study. However, in the experiment by Stinear et al3 motor
ability preintervention spanned a much wider range then in
the cohort of the present study (all low functioning). Furthermore, the experiment did not use therapist-assisted
one-to-one treatment, as does CIMT, but used a self-directed
practice of a block-stacking task. Their patients with poorer
residual ability may have found it much harder to manage
the block-stacking task, compared with the higher-functioning patients during practice. Differences across studies
relating structure and behavior are likely to be affected by
the dose and type of training task, the outcome measure relevant to the task, and the limitations of defining small
changes in residual CST fibers in relation to differences
below a certain, as yet unknown, level of residual motor
function. Rather than being theoretically contradictive, the
empirical discrepancy between the present data and the data
of Stinear et al3 raises interesting questions on the interaction of structural, behavioral, and psychological parameters
of motor rehabilitation.
The clinical effectiveness of CIMT is thought to be
mediated by brain plasticity processes that include enhancement of the neural representation for the upper-limb
movements studied.27-32 The absence of an association
between CIMT benefit and residual CST fibers suggests
that training-induced gains can be mediated by a range of
levels of intact ipsilateral corticofugal fibers. In addition to
map plasticity, for example, optimal axonal transmission
rates may be increased by thickening of the myelin sheath
that may also be induced by training.33

Conclusion
This pilot study of 10 patients with chronic low-functioning
hemiparesis shows that greater CST damage, but not infarct
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volume, is associated with poorer performance in motor
function, but the reduced density of CST fibers may not
limit the potential efficacy of CIMT in these patients. The
most critical variable is probably the amount of functional
reorganization, which is modulated by the amount, timing,
and type of motor rehabilitation efforts. Longitudinal structural neuroimaging studies are necessary to unravel the
interaction of CST damage, motor impairment, and therapeutic outcomes with rehabilitation interventions.
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